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Why do world(s) / realm(s) exist which are they? 
DN27 What Came First, All phenomena should be seen from what initiated first and first impression 

yonisomanasikāra  

Suppose a being arises in the Kāmaloka this world for the first time not as a baby but as an adult with all 

body skin, and forms around him and wonder what this body is, what is that what is this where am I, 

think from that perspective for 5 min you discover everything around you, and that must lead to some 

intention to do things 

World is destined for a doer, everything here including your mind invites to do something, even if you 

can restraint from most of sensations, some tactile sensations are undeniable, something must be done. 

tactile sense impingement is severe, feel to go pee, and next moment thought is gone, it arises again 

and creates distress want to do something else not go and now need to maintain counter of how many 

times thought arise.  

Oh, what a terrible feeling it is to keep the hands calm and do nothing they can’t stay still. Hands why do 

we have hands they grab and pull everything, wisdom keep them away from all phenomenon, pull them 

back 

Mind has this tendency of creating something from nothing trying to derive some meaning, finding 

geometric patterns in clear sky, or tree branches, personalizing phenomenon, and finding what to do, 

whatever it does creates problem, wisdom is anatta leave the phenomenon alone 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Doesn’t know think they are god’s creation, or 
they are someone special entitled to live here 
and enjoy 
 

Buddhas have been constantly telling about 
dangers in these attachments and suffering for 
ages, these realms exist because our creations and 
intentions to exist, fueled by bhav-tanha the 
intense desire to crave for these realms and want 
to exist here that’s how they create these realms 
and further refined sub-realms.  
 

There are small favors like smile, wink, and other 
actions which create personality traits like or 
dislike they are fine 

Knows it’s very difficult to escape, such subtle 
thirsts of mine and others. Stay away 
 

Don’t now what to be done, think grasping, doing 
something, and achieving something is way to go, 
keep getting more and more, the higher and 
mind made realms are endless, it’s a fantasy and 
total illusion  

Know what these realms are and what should be 
done, they stay in higher realms the highest with 
nothingness. The way to understand nothingness 
is there is nothing to be done not a single thing, 
just see the world and things the way they are 
don’t indulge, judge them or get caught up 
everything else is a slippery slop stay away 

 

There are 3 realms of existence, 7 planes and 2 dimensions 

Note: Buddha mentioned growth, rising is law of nature, when our existence rises from these realms 

to higher ones you can see what benefits are, sitting here we can’t comprehend them 



DN15, SN45 

• 1st plane - kāmabhavo - sensual realm of existence, these are usually Sensual realms are usually 

lower realms where the 5 senses come to play and most of the world here is created from these 

5 sense bases. 

o yakkh - being a spirit 
o bhūt - being a creature 
o manussa - being a human 
o catuppada – 4-legged animal realm 
o pakkhi - being a bird 
o sarīsapā - being a reptile 

• 2nd plane - rūpabhavo - realm of luminous form of existence, Realm of luminous form of 

existence has mind made energy bodies and free from 5 sense bases, just the mind and 

phenomenon 

o devānaṁ - being a god 

o gandhabba - being a heavenly musician 

o pajāpatiṁ - being a creator god 

• arūpabhavo  - formless realm of existence, don’t even have parts of name the conditioning, 

parts or the 5 sense bases 

o 3rd plane unified in body and diverse in perception 

▪ brahma - brahma realm, lifespan 1 eon 

▪ ābhassare - gods of streaming radiance, 2 eons 

o 4th Plane - unified in body and unified in perception 

▪ subhakiṇhe - gods replete with glory, 4 eons 

▪ vehapphale - gods of abundant fruit, 4th Jhana, 500 eons 

▪ abhibhu - superior beings than vehappahale 

• 2nd dimension - neither perception nor non-perception  

o 5th Plane - totally beyond perceptions of form, infinite space 

o 6th Plane - infinite consciousness 

o 7th Plane - nothingness  

Where do enlightened beings go then? 
Enlightened ones neither exist in any realms nor not exist as both perspectives here refer to existence 

and question itself is wrong. 

Consider a dark meteor, the enlightened ones clean this meteor from defilements, orient it in certain 

direction and let is fall, free fall. This creates a brilliant radiance lighting up the sky which can be seen 

across galaxies, which eventually gets smaller and smaller and light goes stronger and more radiant till 

eventually it disappears, there is nothing left anymore to burn or exist which can be seen by the eyes, 

we call it shooting star, perfect example for enlightenment. 

Why we exist here in the world(s)? 
AN3.76 
The consciousness of sentient beings—hindered by ignorance and fettered by thirst—is established in a 
higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. 
AN3.77 



The intention and desire of sentient beings—hindered by ignorance and fettered by thirst—is 

established in a higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. 

Therefore we exist here with consciousness, intention and desire from previous / current life fuels the 

process of existence refer to Dependent origination which shows how based on dependency what 

arises. 

 

What should be done in this world? 

Suppose a being arises in the Kāmaloka this world for the first time not as a baby but as an adult with all 

body skin, and forms around him and wonder what this body is, what is that what is this where am I 

With realization of name and material form and the intention an ordinary person soon personalizes this 

experience, see himself, the I (who experiences all the phenomenon) and falls into the concept of me. I 

am so, I like so, I do so, and I don’t like so etc. 

SN35.30  

It’s when a mendicant does not identify with the eye, does not identify regarding the eye, does not 

identify as the eye, and does not identify ‘the eye is mine.’ 

They don’t identify with sights, they don’t identify regarding sights, they don’t identify as sights, and 

they don’t identify ‘sights are mine.’ 

They don’t identify with eye consciousness … 

eye contact … 

They don’t identify with the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. 

They don’t identify regarding that, they don’t identify as that, and they don’t identify ‘that is mine.’ 

They don’t identify with the pleasant, painful, or neutral feeling that arises conditioned by mind contact. 

They don’t identify regarding that, they don’t identify as that, and they don’t identify ‘that is mine.’ 

They don’t identify with all, they don’t identify regarding all, they don’t identify as all, and they don’t 

identify ‘all is mine.’ 

Not identifying, they don’t grasp at anything in the world. 

Not fueling up, they’re not anxious. Not being anxious, they personally become extinguished. 

They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual journey has been completed, what had to be done has 

been done, there is no return to any state of existence.’ 

Interpretation: Noble disciples keep this phenomenon im-personal and do not build identity of self 

around it, this saves them from the phenomenon and brings them to extinguishment 

Below is an illustrative summary of thing someone can do, its goes in line with DN27 What Came First 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 



Why am I here? Knows it’s due to thirst, thirst and the seed of 
consciousness, intention, and perceptions from 
previous life 

Seeking - Everything here is enticing me to do 
something, Why? What am I supposed to do? 

Sees this world as dangerous place, seeking leads 
to thirst and suffering, stay away 

Seeking - Who created these sights, smell, taste, 
this body etc., where are they? 

Sees this world as dangerous place, seeking leads 
to thirst and suffering, stay away 

Seeking - Is there someone else here? Let me 
look around 

Sees this world as dangerous place, seeking leads 
to thirst and suffering, stay away 

Seeking - What are those other beings, insects, 
flies, cow, goat sheep wow? Let me have a closer 
look 

Sees this world as dangerous place, seeking leads 
to thirst and suffering, stay away 

Delusion - All of this is wrong, don’t know who I 
am, where am I, and what’s going on, what to-
do? 

Knows 7W’s are going to be there they will diffuse 
and distort the mind, use them wisely and stay in 
present moment see arising and passing by 

Sensual feeling to eat something this looks good 
let’s grab it, red and delicious let’s call it apple I 
like it, I want more give me more apples they are 
good 

Be content, seeking leads to thirst and suffering 

Stinginess - Oh this cow is eating my apples shoo, 
shoo away I will kill you don’t eat my apples 

Knows as he has right to live and exist so does 
other beings, be kind to them 

Delusion - Is it ok if cow eats apples, what should 
be done 

Knows as he has right to live and exist so does 
other beings, be kind to them 

Delusion - Is it ok to kill the cow, can I eat cow? Knows that killing is bad kamma it leads to 
suffering further 

Desire and Lust - Oh these sensations keep 
coming in again and again, how do I stop them? 
Something keeps telling me to do this and that, 
this is creating lot of distress, let me do 
something eat banana now, it’s much better than 
apple, I want more, more and more let me find 
what else is here 

Knows how to be mindful and not develop 
aversion / desires to other things which divert 
attention, see the way things really are 

Desire and Aversion - Oh these sights are so 
beautiful keep pulling me in, there is a thunder 
and rain don’t like this, oh no 

Knows sensations as the way they are let them 
arise and pass away 

Seeking - I see a girl she looks beautiful, her body 
is so charming, I can keep looking for eternity it’s 
so attractive let’s keep looking and it feels we do 
more and more and more 

Sees this world as dangerous place, seeking leads 
to thirst and suffering, stay away 

Delusion - Wonder who has created such a body 
this it’s a masterpiece, must be some genius a 
god? 

Knows these are wrong views do not dwell in 
them 

Desire, Stinginess, Ownership, Attachment- Lets 
have a sex, she is so much driving me in, it’s too 
much fun, let’s keep doing this again and again 
wow, what a place, I want this, and I like this, this 
girl is mine now 

Knows sensual pleasures will drag you down, stay 
away 



Gaining possessions - This is mine now, this is my 
home I am going to live here I won’t let anyone 
come near it 
 

Knows gaining possession will grow thirst and 
further suffering, stay away 

Seeking - Oh there is other girl she is much more 
beautiful than this one, must be more fun to have 
her let me ditch this one and get that one, oh 
wow what a life its great let’s do more and find 
more 
 

Knows sensual pleasures will drag you down, stay 
away 

Safeguarding - Oh I see another man, he is 
approaching my girl, no-no move away she is 
mine, I will kill you, let me kill you with that stone 

Knows that killing is bad kamma it leads to 
suffering further 

Existence - Oh I am superior, I have killed other 
man, it’s all mine now and I am powerful, I can 
command over these people now, they are my 
servants 
And I am super powerful 

Knows this is delusion it’s the bhav thanha talking 
now, stay away 

Let me kill this person, oh that doesn’t feel nice, 
is there a result of kamma, what’s going on, who 
cares? 

Knows that killing is bad kamma it leads to 
suffering further 

Let’s not kill this person, he is sick let me help 
him, oh that feels so nice, is there a result of 
kamma, what’s going on, who cares? 

Knows helping others caring for them is 
meritorious good kamma 

Bhava - I like this life and place let me build 
something memorable here for me, where I can 
have pleasure this is all here for me 

Knows this is delusion it’s the bhava thanha talking 
now, stay away 

At time of death, I don’t want to die, I like it here 
this way why am I dying, I am not going to give up 
Will come again and again why not 

Knows this is delusion it’s the bhav thanha talking 
now, stay away 

 

How to escape from the world(s) here? 

The world is an endless continuum goes on and on, created by our ignorance and fettered by thirst, and 

it unfolds through multiple cycles of rebirth based on the kamma which take you on to a higher or lower 

realm of existence if kamma was skillful vs unskillful.  

There are gazillions of views which direct 2 ways to go from here, nothing right or wrong, Nobile disciple 

chooses to exit. Let’s redefine what view is Brahmajālasutta DN1 describes prime net, there are 

gazillions of views, personal views, shared views social views and what not 

• a net is like a view it’s based on our bhav what we filter gets in everything else doesn't fit in 

• we have subtle views loose nets and hardened views like a flower print in iron casting 

• a window is like a view, based on your hinderances you see things with different colors  

• there is no right or wrong view world is an endless continuum goes on and on, buddha’s have a 

specific view one what fits in their view takes you out of samsara  

• all other views keep you going on and on. 



• Are all Buddhist schools follow buddha’s view, think again they may some not all is it right or 

wrong doesn’t matter 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

This life is so nice, I am the creator, this world 
exists for me, let’s keep going 
 

Nibbana is highest happiness, understand what a 
suffering, this is endless cycles of suffering, lets get 
out of this asap and help others out, they are 
caught in here for eternity,  

Bhav is so nice, I like here why do have to die at 
end of life don’t want to give up, I have created 
so much for this let’s keep going 

Bhav is so nice but the other part sees this as 
defilement which needs eradicated so must skip 
this. do whatever and mind doesn't listen, or 
surrender wants to go on and on, lot of pain and 
suffering seen 

There are new realities created every moment, 
keep dwelling in wow 

There is nothing to achieve and nowhere to go 
let’s get out of here 

Even if given a thought on Nibbana, it’s such a 
mind-boggling job, so much alertness, and safety 
from worldly dangers 

Eradication of suffering is necessary, there is no 
other way, follow Buddha’s teachings and stay 
alert from worldly dangers 

Indulge in each moment, delight, pleasure, 
sorrow wow that’s me 

Live in this moment let it arise and pass on 
harmlessly wisdom is pulling your hands far away 

 

Then thought arises why should others suffer why should anyone suffer and there is no reason found 

why they should, thought its only if they can individually destroy their ignorance and understand reality 

is when they can end the suffering 

Does these world(s) / realm(s) follow a time dimension? 
Conceptually looking at different realms of existence and specifically the mind made ones which can be 

height of creation, what timeline they follow may not be relevant like  

• you can’t say its 2021 eon now and was 2020 before as next question be which world has this 

count and how other worlds depend on this count 

• Let’s say even if you put this count, and its 2021 eon for 4th plane, so what does it mean to earth 

or Kāmaloka it becomes very fuzzy and will end up with too many calculations 

• Then when there is a reality created saying how this reality has changed over 1 year may be 

totally irrelevant as things can change by thought there 

• Then when you see past life one after other, and say 10 different times you were same person 

that doesn’t make sense as well how can some explain it was same person but was doing 

something in life1 and something else in life2 and is doing something else now 

• Say what was your experience in 55th lives back and 56th and 57th considering you were born in 

same place all this life and also live at same place now, experience will be difficult to understand 

or explain what is what and put them in time precedence  

So overall it makes sense to settle this question and collapse all timelines into one the present moment 

now, I guess this is where definition of present moment comes from 



What is dependent Origination 
MN28 Buddha has said: “One who sees dependent origination sees the teaching. One who sees the 

teaching sees dependent origination.” And these five grasping aggregates are indeed dependently 

originated. The desire, adherence, attraction, and attachment for these five heaps is the origin of 

suffering. Giving up and getting rid of desire and greed for these five heaps is the cessation of suffering. 

DN 15 This dependent origination is deep and appears deep. It is because of not understanding and not 

penetrating this teaching that this population has become tangled like string, knotted like a ball of 

thread, and matted like rushes and reeds, and it doesn’t escape the places of loss, the bad places, the 

underworld, transmigration. 

One should also realize that the earlier the defilement is recognized and acted upon, the effort spent 

will be lesser, the farther you go from craving, upadana and bhava its almost reached to full extent of 

existence and now this very hard to change / challenge, certainly will take a fruit in next birth 



 

 

1.Avijjā - Ignorance – Not Knowing 

There is ignorance which is condition. This is only reason why this entire samsara exists so it fits in 

center of everything 

sn56.17, sn12.1, sn56.29 

Sir, they speak of this thing called ignorance',  

What is ignorance? 

And how is an ignorant person defined? 

Not knowing about suffering, the accumulation of suffering, the cessation of suffering, and the practice 

that leads to the cessation of suffering. 



This is called ignorance. 

And this is how an ignorant person is defined. 

That’s why you should practice meditation … 

Ignorance is a condition for choices. 

What is suffering? 

Everything we do pretty much ends up in suffering if not carefully handled all phenomenon are suffering 

sits in center 

 

MN9 

Rebirth - Consciousness descending into the various types of beings, obtaining and maturation of the 

sense bases, conception and growth in the womb, spontaneous appearance, the manifestation of 

aggregates, attainment of the six-faculties 

Old Age, Aging - beings in the various types of beings, their old age, brokenness of teeth, greyness of 

hair, wrinkling of skin, decline of life, weakness of faculties 

Death - passing of beings out of the various types of beings, their passing away, dissolution, 

disappearance, dying, completion of time, dissolution of aggregates, laying down of the body and 

cutting off life 

Sorrow - sorrowing, sorrowfulness, inner sorrow, inward sadness, of one who has encountered some 

misfortune or is affected by some painful state 

Lamentation - Any kind of misfortune, anyone is affected by some painful state and there is crying out, 

making much noise of grief, or crying out names 

Pain - Bodily pain, bodily discomfort, painful, uncomfortable feeling born of bodily contact 

Greif - Mental pain, mental discomfort, painful, uncomfortable feeling born of mental contact 

Despair - trouble, tribulation, and desperation, of one who has encountered some misfortune or is 

affected by some painful state 

Union with Displeasing - the coming together, meeting, encounter with those forms, sounds, odors, 

tastes, tactile objects, or mental phenomena that are unwished for, undesired, and disagreeable to 

oneself, or with those who desire one’s ruin, harm, discomfort 



Separation from Pleasing - the absence of coming together, meeting, encounter with those forms, 

sounds, odors, tastes, tactile objects, or mental phenomena that are wished for, desired, and agreeable 

to oneself, or with those who desire one’s good, welfare 

Not Obtaining I want - we are not subject to noble truths; they won’t come on us 

In short, all five heaps (aggregates) of our precious collectables are all suffering 

khanda – Rising heaps 

https://encyclopediaofbuddhism.org/wiki/Five_skandhas 

 

 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Why Consciousness is suffering, its no nice and 
keeps telling me what’s happening in this world, 
my phone rings, messages, WhatsApp what am 
not aware of all 
 

It is suffering because - Consciousness shows 
things in the world which happen, move, and 
entices us with entire chain of DO leading to 
suffering 
Further it acts as seed for creating new moments 
of consciousness endless continuum of suffering  

Forms are so attractive, so nice, I can dream 
about Madonna, Jenifer Lopez for all the time, 
there are so many places in this world to explore, 
endless fun 

Forms are something we get conscious about, if 
there were no forms there was no consciousness, 
like above, it leads to endless desire and 
attachment to forms and continuum of suffering 

Kamma – who cares what kamma I do, it all looks 
fine to me 
 

Knows skillful and unskillful kamma, and where it 
leads to, while skillful kamma will provide merits 
in this and next life, unskillful will produce more 
suffering  

Sensations – doesn’t even now in details what 
sensations are realizes himself with desire and 
thirst/ aversion directly 
 

Knows what sensations they are how arise and 
pass away, and what happens when we favor good 
or bad of them and what kind of thirst it brings in 

Perceptions – lives mostly on perception never 
sees things really are 

Trains himself to understand perception, 
differentiate from the reality and avoids 
conditioning it 

Suffering can be seen while thirst and fulfilling it, 
we see and know but don't know escape 
 

Knows how to stay calm and not indulge in 
suffering 

 

https://encyclopediaofbuddhism.org/wiki/Five_skandhas


How is suffering accumulated? 

MN9, SN12.43 

It’s the thirst that leads to future rebirth, mixed up with relishing and greed, looking for enjoyment in 

various realms. That is, thirst for sensual pleasures, thirst for continued existence, and thirst to end 

existence. 

There are these four fuels. They maintain sentient beings that have been born and help those that are 

about to be born.  Solid food, whether coarse or fine; contact is the second, mental intention the third, 

and consciousness the fourth are four fuels  

These fuels arise from thirst and cease from ceasing of thirst 

“And what is origin of thirst? In dependence on the sense objects and sense bases, respective 

consciousness arises. The meeting of the three is contact. With contact as condition, feeling comes to be 

with feeling as condition, thirst. This is the origin of suffering. 

 

what is the cessation of suffering? 

It’s the fading away and cessation of that very same thirst with nothing left over; giving it away, letting it 

go, releasing it, and not adhering to it. 

This is called the cessation of suffering. 

what is the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering? 

AN 4.89 It is simply this noble eightfold path, that is: 

And how is a person a confirmed ascetic? It’s when a mendicant has right view, right thought, right 

speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right immersion. That’s how a 

person is a confirmed ascetic.  

This is called the practice that leads to the cessation of suffering. 

A noble disciple understands in this way suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the practice that leads to 

its cessation. They’ve completely given up the underlying tendency to greed, got rid of the underlying 

tendency to repulsion, and eradicated the underlying tendency to the view and conceit ‘I am’. They’ve 

given up ignorance and given rise to knowledge and make an end of suffering in this very life. 

When they’ve done this, they’re defined as a noble disciple who has right view, whose view is correct, 

who has experiential confidence in the teaching, and has come to the true teaching.” 

Understanding 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Not knowing where ignorance originates from, 
and what it is, keeps getting caught and act upon 

Knows ignorance is self-perpetuating, where no 
start can be found, just keeps going on and on, 
right knowledge is required to kill it  

Not knowing origin of the world World is an endless continuum, it’s the most 
dangerous place, with defilements lurking 
everywhere, they are subtle and sneaky. We act 



upon with forms, consciousness and sensebases 
wanting to mess up with world and get caught in 
desire or aversion, and self-perpetuation, wisdom 
is pull yourself away and stay mindful all times 

Not knowing why this world is and why he is here The world exists because we crave for existence in 
various realms, keep it going on and on, it's not 
that we are not aware of dangers, we are blinded 
in the enticing phenomenon. Wisdom don't try to 
go and see details of forms and things it’s a 
slippery slope, you seen get caught into 

Not knowing 7W’s (Why, What, When, Where, 
Who, Which, Way)  

7W’s are good for discerning something but they 
always come with a caveat, they distract attention 
from reality and create a different perspective 
loaded with form, a self, identity, or some 
essence, which leads to establishment of self or 
others, one need to be careful about using them  

Not knowing what should be done here in this 
world / life, Not knowing what is skillful and what 
isn’t they do various activities which come to 
them won’t know which should be practiced and 
which should not 

Know the skillful and blameless activities are, the 
right things to do and wrong things to avoid 

Not knowing the right / wrong views, they dwell 
in their own ignorant creations 

A view is a jaal (net), we filter the phenomenon 
using this and find what is useful and what isn’t we 
drop it, check the net the conditioning of the net, 
can we see the things really the way they are, 
don’t use the net altogether eventually  

Not knowing the kamma and action Know that kamma produces results and they can 
be unskillful leading to suffering not just in this life 
but also shaping the future, so they strive to do 
skillful kamma 

Not knowing blamable and blameless, inferior, 
and superior 

Consider a dark meteor, the noble ones clean this 
meteor from defilements, orient it in certain 
direction and let is fall, free fall. This creates a 
brilliant radiance lighting up the sky which can be 
seen across galaxies, which eventually gets smaller 
and smaller and light goes stronger and more 
radiant till eventually it disappears with puff, there 
is nothing left anymore to burn or exist which can 
be seen by the eyes, we call it shooting star, 
perfect example for enlightenment is blameless 
and superior 
On other hand think of get this dark meteor, 
delight in what it has, keep fueling up and adding 
more to it make bigger and bigger, grow it further 
which becomes a black hole and starts sucking 
entire universe into it this is blamable and inferior 
 



Not knowing what to run away from and what 
not to 

They discern with wisdom what are causes of 
suffering and run away from those causes at same 
time cultivate what causes merit 

Not knowing the three jewels don’t know who to 
trust and not 

“I have gone beyond; I have crossed over. I now 
take refuge in the jewels of the Buddha, the 
Dharma, and the Sangha as a lay follower, be my 
witness that from today until the end of my life I 
take refuge in the three jewels.” 

Not knowing what causes true happiness  They know what causes true happiness 

• Containment with what you have 

• Attainment of wisdom 

• Not doing Unskillful 

• Earning Merit or recalling past Merit 
actions 

• Having Friends 

• Steadfast faith 

• Equal respect for mother and father 

• Thought and examination 

• Abandoning of all suffering 

• Virtue lasting through old age 

Not knowing conditional co-arising, he 
personalizes everything with I and me being the 
center 

Sees the things the way they are not attaching to 
me or mine and understand their true nature 

Triumphs on birth, and enjoys new state of 
existence, greedy on the body 

Considers this suffering and arrival of all the 
suffering ahead, understand this is the way birth is 
and contemplates to make this last 

Aging doesn’t like body’s aging, does everything 
to beautify and make it look young again 

Discerns this is body, it’s not me or mine, I don’t 
have control on this body, to stop it aging, it’s 
going to age and eventually die 

Death is painful, very painful, as terminating this 
life stream is not easy, doesn’t want to leave the 
body, give up, asks why I must go? Not fair 

Knows what was born is subject to death, it’s the 
way of life. Stay aware of body while dying and let 
no defilements pass through 

Sorrow, is very sad thinks because it happened, 
how to prevent it, rejoice in other sensual 
pleasures 

Knows gains and misfortunes are part of life, this is 
how the way things are, they are not me or mine 
or I have control on them, so they can be this or 
that and therefore they are impermanent 

Lamentation, cries is very sad thinks because it 
happened, how to prevent it, rejoice in other 
sensual pleasures 

Knows gains and misfortunes are part of life, this is 
how the way things are, they are not me or mine 
or I have control on them, so they can be this or 
that and therefore they are impermanent 

Receives 2 splinters of pain, and it feels very 
painful, does indulge in other pleasures to cover 
it up 

Knows there are 2 splinters on the way, and tries 
to see the pain as really is, this is how the way 
things are, they are not me or mine or I have 
control on them, so they can be this or that and 
therefore they are impermanent 



Greif takes him in trauma, mind becomes 
sluggish, blames anyone for the state, indulges in 
other sensual pleasures to overcome this  

Knows this is what mind state is here, 
contemplates to find when this state is gone and is 
happy 

Gets caught up in Despair, and strongly attaches 
to it 

Knows it’s the way things are, doesn’t get caught 
up and see the sensation arise and pass away 

Union with Displeasing, they hate it, complain 
about it, try to kill it blame others 

Knows its temporary and will arise and pass away 

Separation from Pleasing, oh no, where it goes 
it’s a loss, its mine how can I live without  

Doesn’t attach to pleasing, and understands 
sensation is arising and wait for it to pass away 

Not Obtaining I want, feels desperation, 
frustration what can be done, blames others 
himself 

Understands the things the way they are, they are 
not me or mine or I have control on them, so they 
can be this or that and therefore they are 
impermanent 

delights in Consciousness, oh what’s this, what’s 
that, wonderful, let me find more 

Understands its nature, the arising, and the 
process with sensation to come wants to abandon 
it as they keep disturbing the peace 

Delights in Forms, how what’s this, what’s that, 
wonderful, ugly let me own this, this is mine 

Understands forms the way they are made of 4 
elements; they are not me or mine 

Rejoices in Kamma, wow I am amazing, this is 
who I am, I do like this, I am great being 

Understands what is skillful and what is not 
carefully measures and does skillful ones, and 
does a very hard job of staying away from 
unskillful 

Personalizes sensation, develop thirsts and 
aversions for same, builds perception and world 
around it 

There is constant bombardment of sensations, 
what to do, who to complain and new ones keep 
coming in, this causes distress in mind, choices 
distress the mind, and it wants to do something to 
run away, but there nowhere to go. This is big 
problem many others blinded in samsara don't see 
this perspective. It creates vibhav tanha and leads 
to suffering again, don't see reading this in 
dhamma  
Any intention to act upon these sensations 
carelessly lead to suffering, wisdom do not engage 
pull your hands away 

Personalizes the Perceptions doesn’t really see 
the way things are just looks at perceptions and 
ignore reality 

Knows what they are and doesn’t want to grow 
them further, focuses on seeing the things the way 
they are not with perception 

Doesn’t understand or see the intensity of Thirsts 
are so strong just having a thought pulls you right 
in, we want more and more and more, we see 
this suffering but don't know how to get away 
from here, it's like a crowd of 100 people packed 
passing one hand on other all want something 
 

Knows what thirst is stay away, pull your hands 
off, cut them 

 



saṅkhārā - Formations, Activities, Kamma the Field 
is the condition of ignorance. thus, kamma is the field, consciousness the seed, and thirst the moisture 

creates many formations which further shape the existence 

is performed by Body, Speech and Mind 

Demeritorious Actions lead birth to demeritorious place 

Meritorious Actions lead birth to meritorious place 

In Between Actions lead birth accordingly 

 

 

AN3.76 
The consciousness of sentient beings—hindered by ignorance and fettered by thirst—is established in a 
higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. 
AN3.77 
The intention and desire of sentient beings—hindered by ignorance and fettered by thirst—is 
established in a higher realm. That’s how there is rebirth into a new state of existence in the future. 
 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

There is a permanent essence which goes from 
this life to next life 
 

With kamma as a field, consciousness the seed 
and thirst the moisture, there ripens the bhava 
tree with lots of fruits and these fruits lead to 
generate  



o new seeds of consciousness 
o and reset desire and intention for the next 

life 

Doesn’t know which activities produce what 
results and what should be done 

Refrains from unskillful activities fully aware of 
they produce bad results and hinder the progress, 
they do skillful activities and destroy the ignorance 

 

 

viññāṇa – Consciousness 

Is condition of name and material forms 

And what is consciousness? There are these six classes of consciousness. Eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, 

and mind consciousness. This is called consciousness. 

nāmarūpaṁ - Name and Material Form? 

And what are name and form? Feeling, perception, intention, contact, and attention. This is called 

name. The four primary elements, and form derived from the four primary elements. This is called 

form. Such is name and such is form. These are called name and form. 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Doesn’t know the details of the phenomenon 
 

Understands what name and form is and how they 
work there  

o Sense object impinges on the sense base 
and consciousness arises  

o Union of 3 creates a contact if either is 
missing no contact is created 

o Sense impingement contact – this creates 
normal feeling cycle when sense object 
Contact has subtle properties, for 
identification color, height, weight, 
material etc. 

o Which generates sensation is always 
either pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral, it’s 
the first splinter 

o When there is attention its perceived 
further otherwise its lost there 

o Perception stores this info in its database, 
checks for other previous matches try to 
find closest, along with this it also finds old 
sensations, images etc. 

o This information is now conditioned with 
previous entries in perception database 

o An intention, will is created to act upon, 
mostly perception drives this intention 
unless you are every careful 



o Intention is interpreted by Mind faculty 
again and now conditioned sense 
impression is processed by mind 

o It creates Designation contact – this one is 
created the sense object is evaluated by 
mind faculty 

o and then sensation, this sensation again is 
the second splinter  

o and follows attention, perception and will 
again, if you are in higher drama states 
like (remorse or restlessness) this can 
repeat several times with new perceptions 
being found in every lookup creating 
severe suffering or like (desire or lust) it 
will create intense thirst 

They know what perception is adding into and are 
trained to see the contact as contact and feeling 
as feeling. 

o  

 

 

 

What is the name (nāma)? 

ordinary person:  

Think about a being arising for first time to this world and you are only one have never been here before 

and see this human body and look around, you can see all these organs and things around you and 

wonder what they are, and they do 

noble disciple:  

SN12.2 Vedanā, saññā, cetanā, phasso, manasikāro name. idaṁ vuccati nāmaṁ 

Translation: Feeling, perception, intention, contact, and attention. This is called name 



Interpretation:   

Contact: When a form comes rubs on, impinges with respective sense bases a contact is created which is 

due to impingement of the object on sense base.  

Sensation: This contact leads to a sensation which is either pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral there is 

none other. 

Interpretation: When say you eat some food multiple contacts are created and multiple feelings 

generated one following other, the vision of food, the taste of food, each ingredient tastes different, the 

aroma of food, the sound of food in plate, or being cut, which tells the softness or solidity, the texture of 

food, wet dry etc. multiple feelings created 

Perception: Which leads to perception, which is like a conditional memory store for all known 

phenomenon so far seen, used for further classification and identification later point in time it can be 

complex and is conditioned to suit and change the intention 

Intention: This leads to an intention or will to act to do something, conditioned by perception 

Attention: Depending on how our attention is we capture this phenomenon or otherwise totally miss it 

as our attention is somewhere else 

Interpretation: There are many things we see when we scan the forest standing at a place, but not 

everything catches our attention, say for ex. There was a tiger we had spotted in this scan it will 

immediately trigger attention and retaliation from perception stores. 

What is this form (rūpa)?   

Things you see, feel, touch sense, etc. Hands, legs, eyes, ears, head, nose, tongue, and other organs, 

what do they do? 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Think about a being arising for 
first time to this world and you 
are only one have never been 
here before and see this human 
body and look around, you can 
see all these organs and things 
around you and wonder what 
they are, and they do 
 

SN12.2 
Cattāro ca mahābhūtā, catunnañca mahābhūtānaṁ upādāyarūpaṁ. 
Idaṁ vuccati rūpaṁ. 
Translation: The four primary elements (earth, water, fire, and air), 
and form derived from the four primary elements is called form 
Interpretation: Body is form and all body organs, and everything 
this world is made of is form 
Various detailed forms exist the senses crave to entangle with them 
and enjoy pleasures, they are so enticing just sucks you in, strong 
sensation and views come up on just continuously watching them, 
so wisdom here is stay away from such forms 
The world is perfect in every nature, nothing to be done, without a 
beginning or ending it just roll on, and amazes us on what it’s all 
about. This world is also kamma(action) world, so we must do 
actions, it’s impossible to just live in this world doing nothing 
World is also the most dangerous place as seen by noble ones, 
everything here is enchanting and drawing our attention with mind 
keeping looking for what to do next the doer and the action world 
makes perfect fit.  



 

 

The mind runs crazy here like anything, for e.g., if you have a puppy 3-12 months old and you take it for 

walk every day you can see how the puppy (mind) goes and how your leash of (mindfulness) keeps him 

safe, puppy runs for every distraction possible, all the garbage, moving things to catch, feel and eat.  

As it grows it wants to find smells for a mate, all these sensory arousals he doesn’t know how to handle, 

goes on like a rocket a magnet to find smells of pee, traces from other dogs, smells people, wants to 

mate, in our society it’s not usual people will allow that, oh what a suffering. He becomes defiant 

intensity increases tries to mount on anything now which be helpful, oh what a suffering. 

Dog finally broke all leashes and ran away yesterday on flight, not caring about anything neither owners, 

was not ready to come back and put a collar on. 

Similar way noble disciples keep a leash on mind and ensure it is safe.  

 

saḷāyatana – Six Sense bases 

is condition of contact 

And what are the six sense fields? The sense fields of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind. These 

are called the six sense fields. 

phassa – Contact 

is condition of sensation 

And what is contact? There are these six classes of contact. Contact through the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

body, and mind. This is called contact. 

 

vedanā – Sensation 

is a condition for Thirst 

And what is feeling? There are these six classes of feeling. Feeling born of contact through the eye, ear, 

nose, tongue, body, and mind. This is called feeling. 

‘Feeling is a condition for thirst’—that’s what I said. And this is a way to understand how this is 

so. Suppose there were totally and utterly no feeling for anyone anywhere. That is, feeling born of 

contact through the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind. When there’s no feeling at all, with the 

cessation of feeling, would thirst still be found?” 

What is the sensation? 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

They are drawn in by the beauty of the form, the 
details, the complexity, the geometry, the lights, 
the colors, the creation, the completeness 
enchanted by the form and same for others 

 
SN35.28  
The eye is burning. Sights are burning. Eye 
consciousness is burning. Eye contact is burning. 



They are enchanted with the illusion of the world 
with the eye… ear … nose … tongue … body … 
mind … painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that 
arises conditioned by mind contact. 
 
Sights occur to eyes, and mind and there are 
pleasant and unpleasant sights for e.g., there is 
sky, beautiful clouds, sun, trees, river, flowers, 
fields, mountains, snow and develops thirst / 
aversion 
 

The painful, pleasant, or neutral feeling that arises 
conditioned by eye contact is also burning. 
Burning with what? Burning with the fires of 
greed, hate, and delusion. Burning with rebirth, 
old age, and death, with sorrow, lamentation, 
pain, sadness, and distress. 
The ear … nose … tongue … body … 
Seeing this, a learned noble disciple grows 
disillusioned with the eye, sights, eye 
consciousness, and eye contact. And they grow 
disillusioned with the painful, pleasant, or neutral 
feeling that arises conditioned by eye contact. 
They grow disillusioned with the ear … nose … 
tongue … body … mind … painful, pleasant, or 
neutral feeling that arises conditioned by mind 
contact. 
Being disillusioned, desire fades away. When 
desire fades away, they’re freed. When they’re 
freed, they know they’re freed. 
They understand: ‘Rebirth is ended, the spiritual 
journey has been completed, what had to be done 
has been done, there is no return to any state of 
existence.’” 
 
Knows sensations are pleasant, unpleasant, or 
neutral, they arise and pass away if left alone, they 
are very dangerous and can lead to continuum of 
suffering to come 
Also knows that a second splinter of same 
sensation is on the way and its more harmful then 
first one 
 
Why do the noble ones see this and not others? 
The consciousness keeps on looking for things in 
world which are changing and finds something is 
happening, contact is created, feeling is created, 
and this phenomenon starts, which leads us to do 
some intention to act upon, it is very hard to 
contain this phenomenon and it keeps going on 
and on, with no ending. There is lot of attention 
and care required to ensure you are not caught in 
this phenomenon and really see the things as they 
are, it causes frustration and irritation in mind and 
it wants to run away from here, but there is 
nowhere else to go, and intention goes further in 
to kamma and thirst which leads to continuation 
its very dangerous and every step someone needs 
to be careful here 

And sounds occur to ear, and mind and there are 
pleasant and unpleasant sounds, for e.g., birds 
chirping, river sounds, wind sounds, tree leaves 
and develops thirst / aversion 
 

And smell occur to nose, and mind, and there are 
pleasant and unpleasant smells, for e.g., fruits, 
flowers, fields, mountain and develops thirst / 
aversion  

And taste occur to tongue, and mind and there 
are pleasant and unpleasant tastes, for e.g., 
sweet, sour, spicy, and develops thirst / aversion 
 

And tactile sensations occur to body and mind 
and there are pleasant and unpleasant 
sensations, wet, dry, touch, feel, pain and 
develops thirst / aversion 
 

And thoughts only occur to mind and there are 
pleasant and unpleasant thoughts for e.g., look 
here, look there, get this, come on, get that, why 
this, why not, not now, let do and develops thirst 
/ aversion 

There are complex sensations involving multiple 
contacts which are all understood as one and 
develops thirst / aversion 



 

 

taṇhā – Thirst 

is the condition for Fueling up 

And what is thirst? There are these six classes of thirst. Thirst for sights, sounds, smells, tastes, touches, 

and thoughts. This is called thirst. 

‘Thirst is a condition for fueling up’—that’s what I said. And this is a way to understand how this is 

so. Suppose there were totally and utterly no thirst for anyone anywhere. That is, thirst for sights, 

sounds, smells, tastes, touches, and thoughts. When there’s no thirst at all, with the cessation of thirst, 

would fueling up still be found?” 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

What is this thirst arising, it feels so nice, I want 
it, lots, and lots of pleasant things? 
 

Knows how to discern a sensation, and which gives 
rise to thirst for  

o thirst for sensual pleasures,  
o thirst for continued existence,  
o and thirst to end existence.  
o Or any other kind of thirst 

 
Thirst/ Thirst is the hand reaching out to grab 
something which has pleasant sensation 
 

 

upādāna - Fueling up, from the heaps 

is condition for bhav,  

 

SN12.64, SN 12.11 

Mendicants, there are these four fuels. They maintain sentient beings that have been born and help 

those that are about to be born. 

Solid food, whether coarse or fine; contact is the second, mental intention the third, and consciousness 

the fourth 



And what is fueling up? There are these four kinds of fueling up. Fueling up at sensual pleasures, views, 

precepts and observances, and theories of a self. This is called fueling up. 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Oh, it’s finally there, all I wanted is finally here, I 
am great, this world is great what a life, lets get 
lots of it before it gets lost 
 

SN12.52 

Suppose a bonfire was burning with ten, twenty, 
thirty, or forty loads of wood. And no-one would 
toss in dry grass, cow dung, or wood from time to 
time. As the original fuel is used up and no more is 
added, the bonfire would be extinguished due to 
lack of fuel. 

In the same way, there are prone to being 
grasped. When you concentrate on the drawbacks 
of these things, your thirst ceases. When thirst 
ceases, fueling up ceases. … That is how this entire 
mass of suffering ceases.” 

 

bhava - Existence, Sense of Self 

is condition for rebirth 

 

And what is continued existence? There are these three states of existence. Existence in the sensual 

realm, the realm of luminous form, and the formless realm. This is called continued existence. 

Defines and fills in personal details, elaboration about self, conditioning self-ideas, and views, giving a 

meaning to existence in this life, the comforts etc. 

This is one of biggest and most complex delusion to get rid of its so enchanting, person is not willing to 

even die at end of life as bhav will be gone 

 

Ordinary person Noble disciple 

Wow looks at me, I exist and live here, this is my 
(bhavan) palace, all my desires are fulfilled here, I 
love this place 
 

SN12.53 fetters 

Suppose an oil lamp depended on oil and a wick to 
burn. And no-one would pour oil in and adjust the 
wick from time to time. As the original fuel is used 



up and no more is added, the oil lamp would be 
extinguished due to lack of fuel. 

In the same way, there are prone to being 
fettered. When you concentrate on the drawbacks 
of these things, your thirst ceases. When thirst 
ceases, fueling up ceases. … That is how this entire 
mass of suffering ceases.” 

 

also: refer to why do World’s exist 

 

jāti – Rebirth 

rebirth is the condition for old, age death sorrow lamentation pain and suffering 

And what is rebirth? The rebirth, inception, conception, reincarnation, manifestation of the aggregates, 

and acquisition of the sense fields of the various sentient beings in the various orders of sentient 

beings. This is called rebirth. 

 


